Explore the Nuclear Reactor and facilities utilizing nuclear energy for clean energy, precision medicine, and materials research, with interactive demonstrations showcasing radiation’s scientific and engineering applications and more.

BONUS: Find Flare, our Fireball mascot!

Discover Mac Eng station – learn about the space from a volunteer. Look for large Mac Eng flags! If the weather is bad, the volunteers may be found at the closest doors to the flag.

Explore an open lab. Start from a nearby Discover Mac Eng station for easiest route!

Info Sessions – see reverse for schedule

Legend

1. Mac Eng Welcome & Info Booths
2. Department Showcase
3. Clubs & Teams Showcase
   - In and around GHC
   - Some located at 1 also
Information Sessions

Sessions are approx. 30-40min long

Bachelor of Technology (BTech)
11:00 & 1:00 in ETB 524

Computer Science (CompSci)
12:00 & 2:00 in ITB 137

Engineering 1 (Eng)
11:00 & 1:00 & 2:30 in BSB 147

Integrated Biomedical Engineering and Health Sciences (iBioMed)
10:30 & 1:00 in MDCL 1105

Faculty of Engineering Co-op
12:00 & 2:00 in JHE 376

Department Showcase

JHE 109A (enter from JHE or GHC) 10 AM - 4 PM
Connect with faculty, staff, and current students from the Faculty of Engineering departments to learn more about various specializations, courses, research and more!

- Academic Advising
- BTech - Automotive & Vehicle, Automation Systems & Biotechnology
- Chemical Eng
- Chemical Eng & Bioengineering
- Civil Eng
- Computer Eng
- Computer Science
- Eng Co-op & Career Services
- Electrical Eng
- Eng Physics
- iBioMed
- Materials Science & Eng
- Mechanical Eng
- Software Eng
- Eng & Management
- Eng & Society

Discover Mac Eng

Buildings & Open Labs

Various locations 10 AM - 4 PM
(unless otherwise noted on reverse)
Navigate campus at your own pace while exploring the various Faculty of Engineering buildings, open labs, student spaces, and more.

- Utilize the provided map, look for signage and flags, and ask for help along the way to get to areas you want to visit.
- Connect with volunteers stationed at marked locations to explain the space, share their own experiences, and answer your questions about life at Mac Eng.
- Collect stamps at marked locations to use towards fun prizes for your participation. More stamps = more entries!
- Return your map to the Mac Eng Welcome table in JHE lobby or any Discover Mac Eng station to submit your entries. Winners contacted after May@Mac.

Mac Eng Welcome & Info Booth

JHE Lobby 10 AM - 4 PM

- Mac Eng Student Recruitment: admissions, applications, scholarships, and general McMaster questions
- Discover Mac Eng Info table
- EMBER: Summer programming to prepare students entering into Mac Eng Level 1.
- Community Outreach: STEM youth education through afterschool clubs, events, community workshops, summer camps, etc.
- Spin the wheel for Mac Eng swag

Clubs & Teams Showcase

In and around GHC & in JHE Lobby 10 AM - 4 PM
Connect with our clubs & teams (technical & non-technical) to learn how you can join in on the fun while complimenting your academics and exploring new passions and projects!

Connect with faculty, staff and students across all of our May@Mac activities.

Learn about all the Mac Eng has to offer by attending information sessions and asking our volunteers questions.

Explore our buildings and open labs using the provided map to meet with volunteers ready to showcase our spaces.

Looking for more activities happening across campus?
Check out the May@Mac full schedule here